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Catherine Murphy is one of our great artists.Â Over the course of a career that began in 1971, she has never branded herself, relied on a format, worked in a series, or produced signature works, which makes her unique.
She is an observational painter who does not return to the same well, which is practically unheard of in art. What further sets her work apart from other observational artists is that her paintings are both uncanny and
emotionally loaded.Â A doormat in winter; an open suitcase with two neatly pressed and folded shirts; two clear plastic bags filled with clothes, sitting on a broken office chair in a nondescript corner â€” there is nothing
extraordinary about Murphyâ€™s subjects. And yet there is something inexplicably disturbing about her paintings and drawings. It is this aspect of her work â€” her particularizations of the ordinary â€” that are central to
why I believe she has become an unrivaled figure in contemporary art. &nbsp;As a longtime admirer of Murphyâ€™s work and the author of her only monograph, Catherine Murphy (2016), with a foreword by Svetlana
Alpers, once again I was bowled over by the singularity of vision she attained in her exhibition Catherine Murphy: Recent Work, at Peter Freeman, Inc. (November 12, 2021â€“January 8, 2022). While the specificity of light
and scene has been true of her work since the beginning of her career, in this exhibition of nine oil paintings and four graphite drawings she seems to have pushed into a new and ominous territory, having to do with
vulnerability and aging â€” a subject that few American artists other than Jasper Johns have addressed with any equanimity. &nbsp;Catherine Murphy, Flight (2020), oil on canvas, 60 x 49 3/4 inchesFormally, Murphy
does a number of things that distinguish her from other observational painters. The most important is that she does not use a one-to-one scale to paint what she sees. Rather than adhering to this formula, which has been
a mainstay of painting from life, she enlarges the scale, with the two largest paintings in the current exhibition measuring five-by-five feet square. By squaring everything up, she enhances the relationship between seeing
and subject matter.&nbsp;The relationship of subject to scale shifts from painting to painting, with â€œPackedâ€• (2018) â€” an overhead view of two different-colored, striped button down shirts folded neatly in a suitcase
â€” occupying a perceptual zone where we are not quite sure how far we are from the suitcase. The frontal view suggests that we are physically rather close to the shirts, as we look straight down into the
suitcase.&nbsp;Why have we stopped to look so intently, we are apt to ask ourselves?&nbsp;It is in this moment of questioning that Murphyâ€™s paintings reach another level. We are not simply looking into the suitcase,
because the scale suggests that something else is happening. Have we just opened it or are we about to close it?&nbsp;The connection between our body and what we are looking at is Murphyâ€™s innovation to
observational painting; she always establishes a visceral connection between viewer and subject, which, in the paintings â€œFlightâ€• (2020) and â€œKitchen Doorâ€• (2021), becomes fraught with the possibility of what
could happen next.&nbsp;In â€œFlight,â€• we are positioned at the top of a flight of carpeted stairs looking down at a belted, checkerboard bathrobe lying at the bottom. Compositionally, the stairs start at the
paintingâ€™s bottom edge, rising more than halfway up the surface, with the bathrobe just fitting in the remaining space along the top. Everything is carefully calibrated, but none of it seems contrived.&nbsp;Catherine
Murphy, Night Watch (2018), graphite on paper, 23 1/16 x 37 15/16 inchesSeemingly standing at the top of the stairs, looking down at the bathrobe, we feel as if we are inside the painting. Whereas many observational
painters make the viewer feel like a detached observer, possibly even a voyeur or innocent witness, Murphy pulls us into a situation while inviting us to figure out what is going on. Whose bathrobe is it? Why is it at the
bottom of the landing? Is someone throwing the dirty laundry down the stairs because it is easier than carrying down a crammed hamper?&nbsp;Once you see the painting in its entirety, you begin to notice other aspects
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of it, which further grab your attention. This is really one of Murphyâ€™s masteries. She can make a fuzzy carpet look fuzzy. There is no shorthand in her paintings. Everything â€” from the fuzziness of the carpet to its
uneven color and apparent staining from use â€” is there in the work. As we refocus and our attention shifts, this viewer at least was brought back to the possibility of falling down the stairs, of joining the sprawled
bathrobe. By making everything in the painting pertinent, Murphy compels us to look all around it, placing us in a more precarious position because we have momentarily not paid attention to where we are
standing.&nbsp;This state of heightened consciousness also sets Murphyâ€™s paintings on a different plane of apprehension and interaction. One way she achieves this is through her remarkable ability to mimic the
surface of the thing that she is painting, be it fuzzy, patterned wallpaper in â€œPrequelâ€• (2021) or the faded green leather armrests of a well-used office chair in â€œBags of Ragsâ€• (2019), which, as a meditation on
mortality and time, is one of the most powerful and quietly chilling paintings in this mesmerizing exhibition.&nbsp;Catherine Murphy,&nbsp;Kitchen Door (2021), oil on canvas, 52 1/4 x 60 inchesIn â€œBags of Ragsâ€•
two large transparent garbage bags filled with clothes are piled onto a green leather office chair that has seen better days. We don&#8217;t know the circumstances, which is central to our experience of the work. The
chair has been pushed into a corner and we seem to be standing in front of it, contemplating what is before us.&nbsp;Whose clothes are these and why have they been stuffed into plastic bags, as if they have no further
use? Are they being donated to a thrift store? What about the dyed leather chair that is tinted a faded green? Just as I think â€œFlightâ€• is about vulnerability and the fear of falling, something that concerns older people,
â€œBags of Ragsâ€• is about remnants and the obsolescence of a broken-down chair. One strength of this painting â€” and there are many, starting with the way everything is painted â€” is that Murphy never directs our
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thinking. It is the things themselves that hold our attention, even as they evoke our future.Whether in painting or drawing, Murphy seamlessly merges the objectivity of looking closely and directly with different levels of
hyperallergic
subjectivity. Her process is always at the service of looking, and one never sees a signature flourish or mark. She is particularly sensitive to the surface feel of a thing, be it the texture of the striped cotton shirts in
â€œPackedâ€• or the mottled and perhaps bruised skin of a young womanâ€™s bare legs in â€œHead to Toeâ€•DHAdmann
(2018).Catherine -Murphy,
Torn (2020), graphite on paper, 30 x 29 1/4 inchesThe angle of the
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composition and the cropping are essential components of her inquiry, with each painting giving us a different view of a specific thing, the frontal one of the patterned back of a camouflage jacket in â€œCamoâ€• (2020) or
the four angled views shown by a surveillance camera in the tour de force graphite drawing â€œNight Watchâ€•&nbsp;(2018), which replicates that eerie, otherworldly light of a camera filming the perimeter of a house at
night.I think one reason why Murphy is not more widely celebrated is that her work is neither hip nor cool. The views are not theatrical and dramatic, as they are in Edward Hopper, who was a clunky painter and great
artist. Murphyâ€™s paint handling is not overtly dramatic, but it is breathtaking, because she seems to able to recreate every kind of surface, from used leather to large plastic buckets filled with water, to the perforated
rubber doormat in â€œKitchen Doorâ€• (2021). If â€œFlightâ€• conveys the fear of falling, â€œKitchen Doorâ€• transmits the anxiety of slipping on a winter night, beginning with the moment you leave your house and
step out into the world, while â€œNight Watchâ€• is about a feeling of vulnerability and the need for protection.Murphy depicts the doormat as a trapezoid rising from the paintingâ€™s bottom edge and tilting forward. The
angle of the tilt and the close-up view suggest the viewer is standing inside, about to go out. The doormatâ€™s angled plane seems to be foretelling the future, as well as underscoring the anxiety one might have about
falling, especially if you feel frail or vulnerable. It is this state of our physical being that Murphy speaks to. By picking a subject that is literally underfoot, and being attentive to it, and to the piled snow and stone pathway,
she shatters the illusion of security that many people believe will never change. Her sensitivity to aging and the feeling of defenselessness that can flood any one of us is unique and original, especially in the current art
world and its worship of signature styles, which can be seen as a misguided bulwark against time passing. The art world should do the right thing and honor Murphyâ€™s greatness.&nbsp;Catherine Murphy: Recent Work
continues at Peter Freeman, Inc. (140 Grand Street, Manhattan), through January 8, 2022. Susan Sontag wrote that â€œin deciding how a picture should look, in preferring one exposure to another, photographers are
always imposing standards on their subjects.â€• For as long as photography has existed, the morals and merits of the medium have been debated. Many photographers in the realm of documentary or â€œstreetâ€•
photography have been accused of exploiting their subjects, objectifying or exotifying them to be consumed by viewers hungry for a glimpse into another life. In response to this critique of the assertive authority of the
photographic gaze,&nbsp;photographers over the last half century have developed projects and programs to bring their subjects into the creative process and enable them to present their world through their own eyes.
The scope, intention, and success of these projects varies widely and significantly. While some photographers believe the medium possesses a special social and political power, others simply aim to gain further
perspectives, crowdsourcing the task of seeing, and hopefully better understanding, the world.Take photographer Wendy Ewald. As early as 1969, she was embedding herself into new environments, from Appalachia to
South Africa to Mexico, and teaching the children she met to use film cameras to reflect their dreams, fears, and everyday realities. As Andrea K. Scott writes in The New Yorker, Ewald worked this way â€œtwenty years
before the term â€˜socially engaged artâ€™ entered the lexicon.â€• The artist&#8217;s educational work with Appalachian kids resulted in haunting images accompanied by personal narratives that revealed a
perspective previously unseen in art. In an interview with PDN, Ewald said, â€œI believe as an artist I can get something through collaboration that I couldnâ€™t get any other way. And Iâ€™m always looking for fresh
ways of seeing.â€•In the last several decades, versions of this project â€” what is often called participatory photography â€”&nbsp;have proliferated. They take many forms, and have many different goals, including
providing educational opportunities, engaging the public, raising social awareness, creating more interesting art, or attempting to get closer to a personâ€™s subjective reality. Can these projects counter the pitfalls of
photography as an exploitative or voyeuristic medium? Done well, yes. But the temptation to over-promise the impact of this kind of work is great, especially when it comes from artists outside of the communities
theyâ€™re working with.Ruby Cornett, I asked my sister to take a picture of me on Easter morning (1975-1982), gelatin silver, 8 x 10 inches (courtesy /copyright Wendy Ewald)In many cases, as in Ewaldâ€™s work, the
subjects-turned-photographers are children from impoverished or difficult backgrounds. The appeal of teaching young children photography is undeniable â€” itâ€™s an accessible and direct way to show them that how
they see the world matters, and that their choices about what to include or leave out constitute the making of art. The images children produce offer unique access to a view of both their inner and outer lives, not filtered
through the adult gaze.In these projects, we see that the framing of an image is just as crucial, if not more crucial, than the image itself. Beyond the authorial power of whoever takes the image, the curatorial power
determines how these photographs and projects are presented in the world and received by the public. In a New York Times article, Teju Cole quotes Susie Linfield: â€œWe, the viewers, must look outside the frame to u
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